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Abstract The room-temperature luminescent emission
characteristics of Sr2CeO4:M

+ and Sr2CeO4:Eu
3+,M+

(M+ = Li+, Na+, K+) have been investigated under UV
excitation. By introducing appropriate alkali metal cations
dopants (Li+, Na+, K+) into the crystalline lattice, not only
emission color of the blue-white-emitting Sr2CeO4 doped
with low Eu3+ content can be tuned to green, but also the
red emission intensity of Sr2CeO4 doped with high Eu3+

concentration is strengthened significantly. The relevant
mechanisms have been elucidated in detail.
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Introduction

Materials based on Ceria (CeO2) have been extensively
investigated due to their broad applications in the fields of
catalysis [1, 2] and optics [3], e.g., employed as promoters
in Three Way Catalysts, as electrolyte or electrode
promoters, active supports or cocatalysts, as well as energy
transfer medium in phosphors to sensitize the luminescence
of Pr3+. Added with 2Sr (II), CeO2 can form a novel type of
solid solution Sr2CeO4, which can emit efficient blue light
while irradiated by UV light, cathode ray or X-ray [4]. Its
luminescence was generally considered to originate from a
ligand-to-metal O2−→ Ce4+ charge transfer state (CTS)

[4, 5]. Since it is an active center with 100% concentration,
intensive studies on this phosphor have been focused on its
synthesis [6, 7], structure [8, 9], emission mechanism [10,
11] and its potential applications, such as the employment
in field emission displays [6]. Besides, Sr2CeO4 as a
prominent host material for the incorporation of many
trivalent luminescence centers, such as Eu3+, Sm3+, Dy3+,
Ho3+, Er3+, Tm3+, etc., continues to attract a lot of attention
from researchers [12–14]. Effective energy transfer from
Ce4+-O2− CTS to these activation centers has been
proposed to be responsible for their luminescence in
Sr2CeO4 [15]. Among the many rare earth ions, Eu3+ with
4f 6 electronic configuration can exhibits abundant emission
colors, such as blue from 5D2, green from 5D1, red from
5D0, which have been playing important roles in modern
lighting and display fields. These characteristics of Eu3+

ions motivate researchers to explore the luminescence
properties of Eu3+-activated Sr2CeO4 most. When Eu3+

concentration becomes higher, emission from the Ce4+-O2−

CTS will be much less until it disappears and then the
emission owing to the Eu3+ transitions dominates finally.
Correspondingly, emission colors of Sr2CeO4 added with
different Eu3+ content changes from blue to red, in favor of
their potential applications in low pressure mercury vapor
(lpmv), high pressure mercury vapor (hpmv) lamps and TV
tubes [16]. Our interests in Sr2CeO4:Eu

3+ are heightened by
the prospects in the application fields declared above.

In this work, the following two objectives can be
achieved by way of introducing monovalent alkali metal
ions (Li+, Na+, K+) into Sr2CeO4:Eu

3+. On the one hand,
emission color can be tuned for Sr2CeO4 doped with very
low amount of Eu3+, by adding cheaper carbonates instead of
much more expensive europium oxide. On the other hand, the
luminescence efficiency of the promising red-emitting mate-
rial Sr2CeO4:Eu

3+ can be enhanced by Li, Na or K addition.
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And then the possible mechanisms for the excellent effects
of Li-/Na-/K-doping are discussed in detail.

Experimental

The stoichiometric compositions of samples are Sr2-
xEuxM0.3CeO4.15+x/2 (x=0, 0.005, 0.3, M+ = Li+, Na+,
K+). They will be denoted as SCOE-X, SCOE-X-L, SCOE-
X-N, SCOE-X-K, respectively, where X is the molar
fraction of 10Eu(III). The solid-state reaction at high
temperature has been employed for the synthesis of all
samples. Reagents SrCO3, Li2CO3, Na2CO3, K2CO3, CeO2

(99.99%) and Eu2O3 (99.99%) were used as raw materials.
All carbonates employed are analytical grade. The raw
materials were blended and ground in an agate mortar. Then
the mixture was heated at 1323 K in air in an alumina
crucible for 10 h. After cooling to room temperature, each
sample was re-ground again and the same procedure
described above was adopted for them.

X-ray power diffraction spectra were collected using a
Rigaku D/max-IIB X-Ray Diffractometer with Cu Kα (λ=
1.5405Å) radiation, to certify that the prepared materials
belong to Sr2CeO4 structure. The photoluminescence
emission (PL) spectra of all samples were measured by a
Fluorolog 3-21 spectrofluorometer (Jobin Yvon Inc/specx)
equipped with a 450 W Xe lamp and double excitation
monochromators. The luminescence decay curves were
obtained at an Edinburgh FLS920 combined fluorescence
lifetime and steady-state spectrometer. All the measure-
ments were performed at room temperature.

Results and Discussions

Structural Characterization

In order to characterize the phase purity of all samples,
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) measurements were
performed for the as-synthesized samples. X-ray diffraction
data of Sr2-xEuxM0.3CeO4.15+x/2 (x=0, 0.005, 0.3, M+ =
Li+, Na+, K+) are given in parts (a), (b) and (c) of Fig. 1,
which are in good agreement with the data in JCPDS
standard card numbered 50-0115 [Sr2CeO4]. This confirms
the formation of single-phase crystalline products. Sr2CeO4

is indexed to be an orthorhombic cell in space group Pbam
[4]. The structure consists of linear chains of edge-sharing
CeO6 octahedra. The terminal Ce-O distance is about 0.1Å
shorter than the equatorial distance [4]. In the Sr2CeO4

structure, both the Ce4+ and Sr2+ ions is surrounded by six
oxygen ions. Different from the former who occupies two
nonequivalent positions, the latter occupies just one
equivalent position. As we know, when coordination

number amounts to 6, the ionic radii of cations Ce4+,
Eu3+, Sr2+, Li+, Na+ and K+ are 87, 94.7, 118, 76, 102 and
138 pm, respectively [17]. Therefore, we believe that Eu3+

ions prefer to occupy both the Sr2+ sites and Ce4+ sites
because of the similar radius and charge.

Effect of the incorporation of Li+ ions on SrTiO3

structure has been investigated in Ref. [18]. The authors
considered it was not likely for Li+ ion to be located in Ti4+

Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction patterns of Sr2-xEuxM0.3CeO4.15+x/2 (x=0,
0.005, 0.3, M+ = Li+, Na+, K+). a x=0, SCO and SCO-M; b x=0.005,
SCOE-5 and SCOE-5-M; c x=0.3, SCOE-300 and SCOE-300-M
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site because of the big charge difference between them.
However, we believe that Li+ ion is small enough to occupy
any crystal lattice site. In our present research, when
introduced into SCO, the Li+ ions could be located at the
sites of Sr2+ and Ce4+, moreover, there is a possibility that a
number of Li+ ions reside in interstitial sites between or
among the host ions. For Na+ ions, they could be located at
Sr2+ sites more easily than Ce4+ sites, but it is difficult for K+

ions to replace Sr2+ or Ce4+ because of their bigger radii.
In part (c) of Fig. 1, note that the representative

diffraction data of Eu-rich material (SCOE-300) doped
with Li+ ions are obviously different from others. In SCOE-
300-L, the relative intensity of crystal faces (0 2 1), (2 1 0)
and (3 2 1) increase, but the relative intensity of crystal face
(1 1 1) decreases. We think this observation can be assigned
to the enormous changes in lattice constants of this sample.
The corresponding unit-cell constants and unit cell volumes
of samples SCOE-300 and SCOE-300-L/N/K are listed in
Table 1. Compared with another three samples, the largest
expansion of the two cell constants a, c and the largest
contraction of the cell constant b of the sample are observed
in SCOE-300-L, accounting for the considerable variations
in the relative intensity of the four crystal faces.

As we know, if the ions with smaller radius substitute the
larger cations in the crystalline lattice, the cell volume of
the host compound will decrease [19, 20]. Therefore, as
shown in Table 1, the cell volume of SCOE-300-N
decreases with the doping of Na+ ions, because the ionic
radii of Na+ ions (102 pm) are smaller than that of Sr2+ ions
(118 pm). This finding confirms that Na+ ions prefer to
occupy Sr2+ sites than Ce4+ sites, as discussed above. The
same rule can also apply to SCOE-300-K, the cell volume
of SCOE-300 increases when K+ ions are added as charge
compensation, which have bigger radius than Sr2+ ions.
However, the cell volume of SCOE-300 doped with Li+

increases, despite the fact that the Li+ is smaller than Sr2+ or
Ce4+. The larger size of Li+ ions than that of interstitial sites
would be responsible for this phenomenon.

Effect of Li+/Na+/K+ on Emission Spectra of SCO

Figure 2 demonstrates the CT luminescent behaviors of Ce4+

in SCO doped with Li+, Na+ or K+ ions. Note that the PL

intensity of the Ce-O CTS at about 480 nm drops in the
following order: SCO > SCO-K > SCO-N > SCO-L. In other
words, the addition of Li+, Na+ or K+ ions quenches the
luminescence from the Ce-O CTS to a different degree.

The Ce4+-O2− charge transfer state, like the Eu3+-O2−

CTS [21], means not only an electron is transferred from
O2− ion to the 4f0 shell of Ce4+ ion but also a hole moves
from a Ce4+ ion to an oxygen ligand. Further studies on
the formation of the charge transfer state were carried out
in the Y2O3-Yb and Lu2O3-Yb crystals [22], which
demonstrated that the hole preferred to be completely
delocalized on a single ligand O2− ion, rather than be
delocalized among the ligands. This “delocalization
effect” is suggested to be also applied to the hole on
“Ce-O-Sr” or “Ce-O-Ce”. Since the hole is localized in the
2p-shell of one of the oxygen ligands, it can be easily
captured by the traps [23], like Mce′′′ or Msr′ (M

+ = Li+,
Na+, K+). With delocalization and capture of the holes, the
wave function overlaps between the holes on the ligands
and the electrons on the Ce3+ ions becomes smaller. This
can reasonably elucidate why the charge transfer (CT)
transition probability involving Ce4+ has shown a
descending trend with the addition of these monovalent
co-dopants.

Furthermore, when different monovalent alkali metals are
added into the SCO crystal lattice, they cause diverse chemical
reactions [24, 25]. For Li+ doping, there may exist the
following three reactions: Li• → Li′Sr + Vo

••, Li• → Li′″Ce +
2Vo

•• and Li• → Lii
•. Similarly, possible chemical substitu-

tion mechanisms of Na+ doping are Na• → Na′Sr + Vo
•• and

Na• → Na′″Ce + 2Vo
••. However, there may exist only one

chemical reaction for K+ doping as follows: K• → K′Sr +
Vo

••. Therefore, it is easy to understand that the capability for
the traps generated by the doping of Li+, Na+ and K+ to

Table 1 The calculated lattice parameters of SCOE-300 doped with
Li+, Na+ or K+

Phosphors a (nm) b (nm) c (nm) V (nm3)

SCOE-300 0.61174 1.03968 0.36024 0.22852

SCOE-300-L 0.61242 1.03591 0.36057 0.22875

SCOE-300-N 0.61014 1.03717 0.35976 0.22766

SCOE-300-K 0.61210 1.03714 0.36055 0.22889

Fig. 2 Photoluminescence emission spectra of un-doped SCO and
SCO doped with M+ ions. a SCO; b M+ = Li+; c M+ = Na+; d M+ =
K+
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capture holes weakens in the following order: Li+ > Na+ >
K+, in good agreement with the sequence observed in Fig. 2.

Effect of Li+/Na+/K+ on Emission Spectra of SCOE-5
and Energy Migration Between Ce4+ and Eu3+

Under the longer ultraviolet (UV) (around 365 nm)
excitation, the Eu-poor sample (x=0.005) shows a strong
blue-white emission, consisting of a Ce-O broad band in the
blue spectral region, a set of Eu3+ intra-4f6 sharp lines in
the blue/green/red regions, and the considerable overlaps
between them in the whole region. With the addition of Li+,
Na+ and K+ ions, the Ce-O CT luminescence in SCOE-5 is
dramatically quenched, behaving similarly to the observa-
tion in SCO. Different from the blue emission, with the
incorporation of Li+, Na+ and K+ ions, the red emission
coming from 5D0-

7F2 increases by a factor of 1.94, 1.57 and
1.34, respectively. The CIE chromaticity coordinates of
phosphors are calculated to be x=0.1806, y=0.2664 for
SCOE-5, x=0.2365, y=0.3808 for SCOE-5-L, x=0.2565,
y=0.4234 for SCOE-5-N, and x=0.2193, y=0.3415 for
SCOE-5-K, respectively. Accordingly, emission colors of
samples vary from blue-white to green. As a reference [16],
with increasing Eu3+ doping concentration, Sr2CeO4:Eu

3+

phosphors could behave in a similar way. Different from
the cheaper alkali metal ions used in the former, much more
expensive europium oxide as raw materials were employed
in the prepared procedures of Sr2CeO4:Eu

3+, which was not
conducive to lower costs.

Figure 4 shows the Ce-O CT luminescence decay curves
of the Eu-poor powders doped with Li+, Na+ or K+,
recorded at room temperature. It can be seen from Fig. 4
(a) that SCOE-5 and SCOE-5-L follow single exponential
time dependencies with time constants of 54.4 and 28.8 μs,
respectively. For SCOE-5-N and SCOE-5-K, the decay
curves can be well fitted into double-exponential functions,
the fitting results are shown inside of Fig. 4 (b) and (c).
Both of them have two lifetimes, a fast one and a short one.
The average lifetimes for the host lattice emission in
SCOE-5-N and SCOE-5-K, defined as t = (A1t1

2 + A2t2
2)/

(A1t1 + A2t2) [26, 27], are calculated to be 28.9 and
32.0 μs, respectively. Note that the PL decay time for the
Ce-O CT luminescence decreases with the addition of Li+,
Na+ and K+, demonstrating that energy transfer from the
Ce-O CTS to Eu3+ could be improved by means of adding
appropriate alkali metal ions [12].

In summary, with the introduction of M+ (M+ = Li+, Na+,
K+) in the Eu-poor system (SCOE-5), we have observed
luminescence quenching of the Ce-O CTS (Fig. 3),
remarkable enhancement of luminescence from Eu3+
5D0-

7F2 transition (Fig. 3), as well as improved energy
transfer from Ce4+ to Eu3+ (Fig. 4). (i) Firstly, we explain
why energy migration is promoted, since it can influence

another two phenomena. From the chemical reactions listed
above, the creation of oxygen vacancies seems to be the
dominant incorporation mechanism. As a result, these
oxygen vacancies, which can act as sensitizers [28–30],
facilitate the strong mixing of the Ce-O and Eu-O charge
transfer states, and thus promote energy migration from the
Ce-O CTS to Eu3+. Furthermore, the more oxygen
vacancies generated by doping ions, the more effective
energy transfer happens between Ce4+ and Eu3+ ions. (ii)
Secondly, for luminescence quenching of the Ce-O CTS, it
is not only for the smaller wave function overlap between
the holes on the ligands O− and the electrons on the Ce3+

ions but also because of promotion of energy transfer from
the Ce-O CTS to Eu3+ ions. (iii) Finally, we have given
reasons why large increases in emission intensity can be
observed for the peak at 616 nm in SCOE-5. It is
considered that the improved energy transfer should be
mainly responsible for the results achieved. Furthermore,
alkali-metals doping have different effects on energy
transfer (Li+ > Na+ > K+), which is in line with the
sequence of luminescence from Eu3+ 5D0-

7F2 transition.

Effect of Li+/Na+/K+ on Emission Spectra of SCOE-300

Figure 5 presents the emission spectra of the promising red-
emitting materials SCOE-300 (x=0.3) doped with Li+, Na+

and K+. Under 365 nm Hg-line excitation, the main
emission peaks located at about 591, 616 and 654 nm, are
observed for SCOE-300, which come from the 5D0 →

7F1,
7F2 and

7F3 transitions of Eu
3+, respectively. By comparing

the emission spectra of all samples, we note that, with the
incorporation of Li+, Na+ and K+, the emission intensity of
the Eu3+ 5D0-

7F2 transition for M+-doped SCOE-300 (M+ =
Li+, Na+, K+) increases by 154%, 209% and 57%,
respectively. Obviously, in SCOE-300, the addition of Na+

Fig. 3 Photoluminescence emission spectra of M-free and M-doped
SCOE-5 (M+ = Li+, Na+, K+)
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ions can heighten the emission intensity of the 5D0-
7F2 peak

much more than Li+ and K+ ions. These findings can be
explained in terms of the following two aspects.

On the one hand, promotion of energy transfer from the
Ce-O CTS to Eu3+ by Li-/Na-/K-addition contributes to the
higher brightness of SCOE-300, which should obey SCOE-
300-L > SCOE-300-N > SCOE-300-K > SCOE-300. On
the other hand, the information about the symmetry at the
site of the Eu3+ ions should be considered in the Eu-copious
material, because the hypersensitive 5D0-

7F2 transition is
strongly dependent on the Eu3+ ion surroundings [31].
Generally, the intensity ratio R of the transitions 5D0-

7F2 to
5D0-

7F1 is considered to be a good measure for the
symmetry of Eu3+ site [32, 33]. Here, the intensity of the
transitions 5D0-

7F2 and
5D0-

7F1 is defined as the area under
their PL curves calculated by integrating from 604 to 644
and from 572 to 604 nm, respectively. The R values
calculated for samples SCOE-300, SCOE-300-L, SCOE-
300-N and SCOE-300-K are 4.79, 5.54, 5.80 and 5.97,
respectively. The higher the R value, the higher will be the
asymmetry around Eu3+. Therefore, the addition of Li+, Na+

and K+ renders the Sr2CeO4 host structure towards lower
symmetry in turn and finally the larger transition probabil-
ity for the enforced electric-dipole allowed 7F2 transition. In
other words, according to this deduction, the 5D0-

7F2
intensity should increase in the following order: SCOE-
300-L < SCOE-300-N < SCOE-300-K. To sum up, the
different effects of doping ions on energy transfer and the
local symmetry surrounding Eu3+ ions finally result in the
observations in Fig. 5.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the considerable influences of Li+, Na+ and
K+ ions on the emission spectra of Sr2CeO4 (SCO) and Eu-

Fig. 5 Photoluminescence emission spectra of M-free and M-doped
SCOE-300 (M+ = Li+, Na+, K+)

Fig. 4 Luminescence decay curves for the Ce-O charge transfer state
of M+-free and M+-doped SCOE-5 (M+ = Li+, Na+, K+). Round circles
typify the experimental data, red solid lines indicate the fitting results.
The excitation was done at 340 nm and the emission was monitored at
480 nm
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poor/rich SCO have been investigated at room temperature.
For Eu-poor material (SCOE-5), its emission color changed
from blue-white to green with the incorporation of
co-dopants, as a result of the quenched host lattice emission
plus the improved red emission of Eu3+ ions. For Eu-rich
phosphor (SCOE-300), its high-purity red emission was
greatly intensified by co-doping of Eu3+ and Li+/Na+/K+. It
is a reasonable explanation for these observations that Li+/
Na+/K+ incorporation can generate oxygen vacancies to
promote energy transmission from Ce4+ to Eu3+, reduce the
environmental symmetry around Eu3+, and cause hole traps
to quench the Ce-O CT luminescence. These green and red
materials might be strong candidates for display applica-
tions in the future.
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